OUR NEGLECT OF THE LIGHT ESSAY

NOW that an attempt is being made to develop in Canada a literature distinctively Canadian, it is but natural that we should examine rather critically those writings of Canadians that come our way, to see whether we can find in them the germ of nationality—the stamp of shire. This is not an easy thing to recognize, particularly in the literature of a very young country that has until recently been largely dependent upon the markets of other countries for an outlet for its literary productions. For such a condition has at least two influences upon the literature of that country at variance with the idea of the development of a national cast in her writings: first, the environment of the writers in their workshops is not likely to stimulate a national consciousness, because, lacking a background of their own literature and surrounded by the works of their confrères in the older established countries, they must inevitably imbibe something of the philosophy and the style of the writers elsewhere: and, second, they are led consciously or unconsciously away from the truest delineation of their national characteristics and thought by the demands of their markets.

But to me there is one thing in our writings that is easy of discovery—a trade mark, as it were, of our nationality in the world of letters—and yet an undesirable thing. It is the absence, or the comparative absence, from our Canadian literature of the light essay as such. It is the lack, in our contribution to the thought and entertainment of the world, of those delightful little chats on something or on anything, of those charming bits of philosophy on subjects grave and gay, that have filled such an important place in the literature of France, England, and other civilized nations since the days of Montaigne. These, I contend, we have neglected—and to our own impoverishment—in our efforts to build up a Canadian literature. But, to uphold my contention, I must, in the words of the stage villain, “produce my proofs”; and it is to do this thing that I have set out in the present essay.

Perhaps it would be as well to clear ground somewhat by

1. I do not mean to suggest for one moment that this state of affairs is unhealthy, or that it makes for less worthy productions from the pens of these workers. The influence of outside reading is decidedly the reverse. But, it must be admitted, this is a factor that is opposed (fortunately, I think) to the fullest development of the ideal of nationality (or provincialism) in the works of a young nation.
answering, at the outset, two questions that have been put to me by several persons with whom I have discussed this subject of the light essay and its place in our Canadian literature. The first is, "What do you mean by the term ‘light essay’?" And the second, "Whom do you include amongst Canadian writers? Do you mean Canadian-born, whether writing in Canada or elsewhere, or do you mean men who write in Canada, irrespective of their place of birth?"

By light essay I mean the essay or sketch that is read primarily for enjoyment—the essay that gives no information, or that, giving it, presents it in such form that the reader absorbs it unconsciously, unsuspectingly, as the victim in a certain type of penny-dreadful takes laudanum with his coffee,—the sort of thing that certain mellow bachelors read on sunny hillsides on hazy October afternoons, or before an open fire, with pipe and mug at hand, on bleak December nights—the sort of thing that a few householders peruse in bed on Sunday mornings, or by the light of the library lamp on those quiet evenings when their wives are out to "bridges"—the sort of thing that business-girls, students for the ministry, and statisticians read not at all. I mean discursive essays of the type of Montaigne’s Of Coaches, of Lamb’s Old China, of Holbrook Jackson’s Going to Nowhere, of Max Beerbohm’s Going Out for a Walk, of Christopher Morley’s Unanswering Letters. I mean essays of the type found in Robert Lynd’s Pleasures of Ignorance, or in H. M. Tomlinson’s Old Junk.

What part is played by essays of this nature in Canadian literature? What part should they play? Have we a reading public that would appreciate material of this sort? If not, why not? Have we writers that can produce this sort of thing? What are the factors that will encourage its production? These are some of the questions that I have asked myself in connection with this subject. It does not necessarily follow that I am prepared to give answers of finality to all of them; but I have at least sought for what might appear to be reasonable replies in each case.

And in the matter of deciding which writers shall be included in a study of this nature I have simplified matters by accepting all who have come to my attention. If writers come from foreign lands and produce light essays for Canadian consumption, we may adduce the fact that we have in Canada a reading public that can appreciate whimsical and semi-philosophical writings. If we produce in Canada men who can write essays of this nature—and if we can hold them—this must show that we have here a healthy atmosphere for the production of belles-lettres. If we can produce these men
but cannot keep them, it might suggest that these writers are exotics, born out of place or out of season, and that they must go to friendlier climes to secure appreciation.

Before taking up specifically the light essay and its place in Canadian literature, let us glance just a moment at our accomplishments in general in the field of letters. Have we in Canada a literature? If so, what is its status? What are its main characteristics? In answer to the first of these questions we have, on the one hand, the information that “in a kultur map of the world, published in Germany in 1913, Canada shared with Africa the distinction of ‘having no assignable culture’”; and we have, on the other hand, the vociferous assurances of our youthful, but lusty, Canadian Authors’ Association that we have already accomplished much valuable work in the literary field. Somewhere between these two extremes lies the truth—that we have made a beginning in literary work, but that our literature has not flourished as it should have done, nor does it exhibit as yet that degree of permanence that we should like to see. And as to its main characteristics, the outstanding thing in Canadian literature is undoubtedly our poetry; the names of Archibald Lampman, Bliss Carman, Marjorie Pickthall, etc., are proof of this. Next in importance would probably come our political and historical works—whole shelves of them. We have many nature-studies of interest, and books of animal life of the Roberts variety. And in the field of fiction we have our occasional Maria Chapdelaine, and our hundreds of novels and short stories of the “popular” Ralph Connor—Nellie McClung type.

But of the reflective or discursive essay we have few examples, and it is for this that I make a plea. The essay is, in my opinion, almost a necessity to permanence in our literature. We cannot have a literature of politics alone. Few short stories survive the generation that produces them; few works of fiction pass over into the classics. It is the poetry and the philosophy of a people that are handed on from generation to generation, and that give to the literature of a nation its individuality. Montaigne wrote for all time when he undertook the discussion of his varying topics in the 16th century. Lamb and Hazlitt have outlived most of their more serious-minded contemporaries. And I should not be afraid to wager that Max Beerbohm’s sketches will grace the shelves of many an inglenook when even our very best sellers have been consigned to the limbo of forgotten things.

A closer study of the situation, with particular reference to the place of the “light essay” in our literature, but establishes the general
rule of its rarity. If one were to go out looking for material of this sort, one would at once be struck by the fact that no one knows just where to look for Canadian essays. Booksellers, publishers, librarians—all look blank when asked for them, although even in Canada one does not need to search long for books by English or American essayists. And the net result of such a search would be a few volumes—mostly by Stephen Leacock and Peter McArthur—excellent books, some of them, but not sufficiently numerous to disprove the rule of scarcity. The same will be found to hold true in the magazine field, only more so. Our popular Canadian magazines, and the magazine sections of our Sunday papers, have little or nothing of this nature. A few reflective or whimsical bits may be found in our farm papers, notably in The Farmer's Advocate; and in the files of The University Magazine (a periodical now, unfortunately, no longer appearing) a goodly sprinkling of charming specimens are to be found. But these are the exceptions, not the rule, and as such will be dealt with later.

When we turn to the evidence produced in our histories of literature we find our suspicions justified, our rule confirmed. In his History of English-Canadian Literature to the Confederation, Roy Palmer Baker hints at something of the nature of our light essay appearing in The Nova Scotian (of Joseph Howe and Judge Haliburton fame) a century ago, and states that The Literary Garland, a magazine that flourished in the forties, "did for the Canadas what The Nova Scotian did for the Maritime Provinces. It made use of verse, memoir, essay, sketch, and novel." The essays and sketches mentioned were apparently produced by new settlers, either from the Old Country or from the United States, who brought their culture with them. And when this generation passed, the essay apparently passed with it. At any rate we hear much less of it in histories of later periods. In his section on "English Canadian Literature," in volume 12 of Canada and its Provinces, T. G. Marquis devotes 32 pages to our fiction, 24 to poetry, 11 to history, 9 to travels and exploration, 5 to biography, and 14 to general literature—of which one paragraph refers somewhat remotely to the light essay, its kith and kin. In this paragraph he says: "Canadians, like all northern people, take life seriously. There is a marked lack of humour in poets, novelists, and dramatists"—

2. An exception should perhaps be made in the case of The Canadian Magazine, which has recently been publishing under the titles "Thrown Out," and "Thrown In" a monthly dissertation by the editor of the magazine himself.

3. This is perhaps not so true to-day as it was when written. Stephen Leacock's work need only be mentioned to show that the foregoing charge is now but partially true.
and without humour there can be no true greatness.” So our general rule is that the light essay has had a small part in our literature.

Let us look now for some of the things that might explain this general dearth in our literature of material of a whimsical or semi-philosophical character. The main reason is undoubtedly our youth, with the things that go with life in a pioneering country: lack of scholarship, lack of leisure, lack of appreciation, lack of a reflective atmosphere. Prof. Pelham Edgar, of Toronto University, summed up our situation very nicely in an article that appeared in The University Magazine of October, 1912, when he said:

It is not that we have been numerically small, for Athens and Judaea were smaller, but that we have been quite extraordinarily busy with our hands, having had no slaves to fell our forests and to build our roads, and equally busy with our wits amassing wealth, having had no accumulated reserves of fortune to permit of easeful and care-free meditation. Money we now possess; but such is our lust for ever-increasing stores, that money has brought with it no leisured class; and literature, we must remember, is not the recreation of a few hours wrested from days and years of labour. Lack of time, therefore, measurably accounts for lack of literature; but had we the time, I fear that we have so long neglected as to have lost the faculty for thinking about things which, to the man of affairs, seem useless enough, yet which for literature are really the things that matter.

And Macaulay, in his essay on Milton, seems to have characterized our present situation exactly, when he said that in the literature of a country we find poetry predominating during its pioneer years, with science and philosophy following some distance behind. “Nations,” he says, “like individuals, first perceive and then abstract. They advance from particular images to general terms. Hence the vocabulary of an enlightened society is philosophical; that of a half-civilized people is poetical.”

A study of our people will show that we have but a small reading public for the light essay, simply because we have in Canada few people who are not pioneers, or imbued with that spirit of restlessness that is so fatal to philosophy, however light, and that comes from the pioneer’s profound reverence for doing and his yet more profound ignorance of being. We are cursed with a belief in Longfellow’s new-world doctrine that, “Life is earnest!”—that we must “Act, act in the living present.” We in this country are still like the cow during her early hours on grass, when she rushes about nervously nibbling the choice clumps before another gets them. We have not yet reached the ruminating stage at which Bessie lies down in the shade of a tree to chew her cud.
Now I have attempted to classify the people of Canada (although necessarily roughly) in an endeavour to find out whether we have any promise of a reading public for reflective writing, and I have come to the conclusion that our greatest hope lies in two constituencies—those in the older rural districts that have already supported several generations and who are now getting away somewhat from pioneer life and pioneer ideas—and, in some of our older cities, a few small groups of men who have inherited comfort.

We can divide the people of our rural districts into three groups. First we find the pioneers—the men who are still clearing the land and building roads, men to whom philosophy or whimsy is of no interest. From these the demand comes for poetry of song, for religious works, and for stirring tales. Then we have a large—a deplorably large—group of men who are naught but clods. Chill penury, lack of learning, hard driving misconceptions of life, make of them a class that has no value so far as the intellectual life of a country is concerned. And last, we have on some of our old concessions a small but promising group of civilized people—and I mean by "civilized" what Macaulay meant—people who are now tasting of the fruits from the trees planted by their pioneering forefathers. This rural group is, to my mind, perhaps our most important constituency from the standpoint of reflective writings.

I do not mean by this that they are our greatest readers of light essays—in many cases they are denied the opportunity of seeing such—but rather that in these districts may be detected something of the atmosphere in which the light essay is ever to be found. Anyone who is at all acquainted with life in such communities will understand what I mean—the reflective attitude of mind of the better-class farmer, the speculative character of the conversations between neighbours on those nights of winter when the wind howls in the chimney and the "men folks" put their feet on the stove damper, the real wit and humour that comes into play when such men come together at threshing or wood-cutting time. And it seems more than a coincidence that one of our few markets for essays of a non-topical nature is in the farm weekly; that where our other magazines refuse such essays, these periodicals pay for this material from three to five times the price they pay for articles of an agricultural or scientific nature: that Peter McArthur's work appeared for years in The Farmer's Advocate before The Toronto Globe took him up.

Then, turning to the city, we find the pioneering spirit even more in evidence there than in the country, even less of this reflective atmosphere that is so necessary to the growth and develop-
ment of the light essay. Here again we may divide the public into three great groups, with again the leading group known as the pioneers. This class includes most city dwellers of ambition, and may be further subdivided into our four well-known urban-pioneer types: (a) Pioneers in finance and business—men who are building up business as others are building roads or ditching swamps, and who are not interested in anything of a philosophical nature; (b) Social climbers; (c) Seekers after pleasure; (d) The near intellectuals of the tea-pouring persuasion. Common to all of these is the pioneer’s idea that everything may be accomplished by “push” and “go”. It has been shown repeatedly that tremendous energy, if skilfully directed, can accomplish wonders for the first two (i.e. in business and in social climbing), and we on this continent have made the not unnatural mistake of supposing that the rule applies to others as well. So we have our hectic parties of men and women relentlessly pursuing pleasure from midnight frolic to cabaret, from cabaret to dance hall—not knowing that happiness is one of the few things that come not from doing but from being. And we have our tea sets gabbling ferociously of the latest books. Have you read *Babbitt*? Have you read *So Big*? Have you read *The Conquest of Fear*? These are the questions that are nervously asked and nervously answered by harried hostesses and guests—pioneers, these, putting so many books behind them each month as a pioneer axeman puts behind him an acre of cleared land. But all absolutely lacking in literary appreciation! Then again, we have the deplorably large number of morons in city as in country. And finally, in some of our older cities, we have a small group of readers who patronize the counters of light essays (from English and American authors) that are to be found in our better bookshops.

So much for the Canadian situation in so far as the reading public is concerned. Let us now look at it from the writer’s standpoint. Here, as well, we find certain conditions that are unfavourable for the production of the light essay. Amongst these are lack of scholarship, lack of atmosphere, lack of leisure, lack of comradeship, and lack of encouragement. We are not yet a nation of readers, and so cannot expect to be a nation of writers. We lack the old-world atmosphere of hedge-row and sleepy inn. We lack leisure, what Theophile Gautier calls “the tenth and most delightful of the Muses.” It will be remembered that when Montaigne decided to write, he gave up his law practice and retired behind walls upon which he caused this legend to be inscribed: “In the year of our Lord 1571, at the age of 38, on the eve of the Kalends of March, his birthday,
Michel de Montaigne, weary of enduring the servitude of law courts and public offices, and with all his faculties still alert, yielded himself to the care of the learned maidens, with them to pass in peace and quietness whatsoever span of life might further be allotted him.” This leisure we lack, even in a small way. We have not yet learned to sit still a minute. And, more specifically, there is lack of encouragement for writing. But of this, more anon.

Summing up, then, the general situation in Canada with regard to the light essay, we find examples of this sort of writing rare—owing, in general, to the fact that we are not sufficiently far advanced as a nation either to appreciate or to produce work of this nature; and we find, further, that apparently much of what we have produced was written a century ago.

But when we come to look at the specific exceptions to the rule, things appear more hopeful. As we have already seen, we have in Canada a couple of constituencies already welcoming reading material of a reflective nature. And on the other hand, in the midst of the desert we find some most refreshing oases of light essays that have been produced by modern Canadian writers. Two or three of our own writers have already produced enough of these to make possible the publication of a few books. And in the late *University Magazine* Sir Andrew Macphail included some things of very great charm. Before beginning this essay I looked through three dozen issues of this delightful periodical, and in these I found a dozen or so really fine specimens of the “light essay.” There were, besides, many descriptive pieces, and a large number of general essays of power. But I am dealing here with but one type.

Might I specify a few of these that caught my eye? I shall give them in the order of their publication, the first being from the issue of October, 1908, and the last from the issue of October, 1919: *Alice in Wonderland*, by Archibald MacMechan; *The Devil and The Deep Sea*, by Stephen Leacock; *Why Newspapers are Unreadable*, by B. K. Sandwell; *Winter*, by Eileen B. Thompson; *Certain Aspects of Feminism*, by Sir A. Macphail; *The Intellectual Asset*, by Jacob Salviris; *A Treatment for Insomnia*, by Henry Carter; *Literary Atmosphere*, by W. G. Peterson; *The Man of 45*, by Alan Sullivan; *The Irrelevant Rose*, by A. MacMechan; *Eben Picken, The Bookseller*, by Eileen B. Thompson.

So here we have on one hand a small reading public that might be interested in light essays, and on the other a few writers who have shown their ability to produce material of this sort. But to-day, in the absence of the *University Magazine*, we find these promising writers either rusting, or, like Miss Thompson, writing
for the English magazines. And on the other hand our readers receive not Canadian essays, but English and American.

Something is wrong, and that something is lack of encouragement. There is in Canada practically no demand for the light essay as such. Our book publishers are friendly towards it, but essays are not usually written in bookfuls. They are more often produced singly for magazine publication, and afterwards collected; and how many magazines in Canada, or users of magazine material, offer anything to the essayist?

Our magazines seem to shun all but topical articles—those sketches that have some news value, but little more permanence as literature than have the stories appearing from day to day on the front pages of the morning paper. I may be wrong in my estimate of our editors as a whole, but I have a strong suspicion that without previous fame Charles Lamb, if he were alive, would find difficulty in marketing in Canada his Dissertation on Roast Pork, the late Sir Robertson Nicoll his essay Never Chew Your Pills, A. A. Milne his sketch A Word for the Autumn. And in this I am backed up by no less an authority than Sir Andrew Macphail, who gave it as his opinion, during a conversation that I had with him recently, that the only outlet for the essayist in Canada to-day is the pamphlet—published through some local bookseller.

The trouble with our magazines is that they are too much like glorified newspapers. The typical Canadian magazine (and in the term magazine I include the Sunday papers, etc.) has held too strictly to the rule to accept naught that lacks in news value. The essays that I have noticed upon their pages have usually been either news stories from the press gallery of the House of Commons humorously treated, or else something from the pen of some man who has already become famous (or even infamous) and so carries in himself a potential headline. So to-day the would-be writer of light essays must go for his inspiration, not to the pleasant companionship of country inns, nor to the wind-swept reaches of the open prairies, nor to the lackadaisical atmosphere of the sun-soaked city park, nor to the rumbling solitudes of the seaside—but rather to the Press Gallery. Or, if he would write something apart from the perishable news of the day, and is at the same time desirous of having his work appear in a Canadian magazine, he must first go out and "make his name" as a railroad president, or a pork packer, or a political boss, or even as an author of books or articles that find sale in the United States of America.

4. Here, again, I wish to make myself clear. Literature recognizes no boundaries, and I should be the last person in the world to wish to make Canadians read nothing but Canadian productions. But from the standpoint of building up a Canadian literature it seems unhealthy to have no bond of union between our readers and our writers.
I am aware that the magazine editor would probably reply to this by saying that his magazine is run for money, and that he must give the people what they want. He must also remember, however, that he is responsible for the tastes of his readers. Unless the magazines set the pace, we shall never have people reading anything worth while. We do not suddenly wake up and find non-readers, or readers of Ring Lardner’s stuff, clamouring for Beerbohm. They must learn to appreciate, and our magazines must give the lead. Nor is it necessary to sacrifice readability and entertainment for permanence. True humour is not dependent upon time and place. And little by little our magazines might, if they so wished, help to build up a real literature for Canada. On the other hand, so long as the news story is taken as the standard of excellence of the magazine article for Canada, we need expect no general elevation of the literary tastes of the country. So long indeed will the average intelligence of the readers of our magazines remain at the level of the intelligence of their editors.

In conclusion, let me make a plea for more of this pleasant, reflective sort of material in our Canadian literature. There may not be much of this offered us; but there is some. There may not be at present much demand by readers; but their taste may slowly be developed. I do not make a plea for a literature of essays, but I do ask that some niche be apportioned to these in the temple of literature that we are trying to build in Canada. Poetry alone cannot make up a literature in this day and generation when verse plays so small a part in the lives of the people. The novel alone cannot make up a representative literature, for there are so few amongst the thousands of stories published that have any excuse for longevity. History and science have their place; but they do not make for refinement, for culture. We need the essay. The little reflective sketches to which I have attempted to draw attention constitute a very delightful and a necessary part of any literature. They fill a place—the place of a friend. They are the things that coax us into easy chairs before the fire after a hard day’s work. They are mellowing and comforting, like a chat with a friend who is neither a moron nor a pedagogue. Their words fall upon our ears like the pleasantly discursive conversation of friends who leave their business at the office, who refrain from shoptalk, who never try to sell us anything. And of such conversation we cannot have too much.